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Planning Jigsaw
This is an easy way for parents to see that they are making progress towards
making a Memory Book and planning a safe future for their children. As
pieces of the jigsaw get filled in, parents see they are making progress
towards reaching their goals. Children will also be happy to see that their
parents are moving forward.

The Planning Jigsaw can be used in workshops, with all the members
contributing ideas. Or parents working on their own can fill in bits of the
puzzle whenever they get started on another piece of work.

Here are some ideas to look out for in the feedback session:
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. Coming on the workshop to 
learn about Memory Books and 
planning for future care of children.

. Starting work on a Memory Book
at home.

. Being more open in talking with
the children about health or other
problems.

. Listening to the children’s hopes
and fears.

. Learning more about what children
understand at different ages.

. Helping children to learn practical
skills which will help them cope
if they are alone.( cultivating,
cooking, the family trade etc.)

. Including children in discussions
about their own future.

. Filling in the Mango Tree with
names of people the children
can trust.

. Finding out about ownership of
property and making sure its
properly registered.

. Finding important paperwork &
records and putting in a safe
place.

. Starting to write a legal will and
learning how the law can protect
children. (see the activity about
how to write a legal will.)

. Asking relatives and friends for
information about the family
and community.

. Finding out about official people
and offices that give advice and
support.

. Getting best available health
care for self and children.

. Joining a support group or finding
a reliable friend to support each
other. ( see the activity called
Your Turn – My Turn. )


